Importance of Implementation and Residual Risk Analyses in Sediment Remediation
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EDITOR’S NOTE:
This paper is among 9 peer-reviewed papers published as part of a special series, Finding Achievable Risk Reduction Solutions for Contaminated Sediments. Portions of this paper were presented by the author at the Third International Conference on Remediation of Contaminated Sediments held in New Orleans, Louisiana, USA in January 2005.

ABSTRACT
Management strategies for addressing contaminated sediments can include a wide range of actions, ranging from no action, to the use of engineering controls, to the use of more aggressive, intrusive activities related to removing, containing, or treating sediments because of environmental or navigation considerations. Risk assessment provides a useful foundation for understanding the environmental benefits, residual hazards, and engineering limitations of different remedy alternatives and for identifying or ranking management options. This article, part of a series of panel discussion papers on sediment remediation presented at the Third International Conference on Remediation of Contaminated Sediments held 20–25 January 2005 in New Orleans, Louisiana, USA, reviews 2 types of risk that deserve careful consideration when evaluating remedy alternatives. The evaluation of remedy implementation risks addresses predominantly short-term engineering issues, such as worker and community health and safety, equipment failures, and accident rates. The evaluation of residual risks addresses predominantly longer-term biological and environmental issues, such as ecological recovery, bioaccumulation, and relative changes in exposure and effects to humans, aquatic biota, and wildlife. Understanding the important pathways for contaminant exposure, the human and wildlife populations potentially at risk, and the possible hazards associated with the implementation of different engineering options will contribute to informed decision making with regard to short- and long-term effectiveness, implementability, and potential environmental hazards.
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INTRODUCTION
Whether or not remediation of contaminated sediments is warranted depends on the magnitude of direct or indirect health risks to humans, ecological threats to aquatic biota, and the extent of risk reduction that can be achieved by removal or containment of the contamination. To date, common practice typically consists of a simplistic and conservative determination of baseline risks posed by contaminants in sediments followed by a determination of appropriate cleanup technologies that address unacceptable risks. Typically, the efficacy of different remediation options has been assumed or given only cursory evaluation. In most cases, sediment removal has been presumed by regulatory agencies and most stakeholders to accelerate environmental recovery and assumed necessary to prevent the possibility that an increase in risk would occur following some unforeseen catastrophic event.

There is growing evidence that sediment removal is not always the best approach and that environmental protection based on conservative, worst-case scenarios may not achieve environmental improvement or risk-reduction goals. For example, a sediment dredging project at New Bedford Harbor, Massachusetts, USA, in 1994 and 1995, resulted in the removal of 45% of the in situ polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) mass, but did not result in reduced PCB body burdens in caged mussel studies used to monitor biological recovery in the ecosystem (US Environmental Protection Agency [USEPA] 1997). In the Grasse River located in upstate New York, USA, removal of 27% of the PCB mass from sediments in 1995 had little measurable impact on fish tissue levels (Alcoa 1999). Studies conducted at Shipyard Creek, South Carolina, USA; Onondaga Lake, New York, USA; and elsewhere indicate that dredging and other intrusive remedies to address divalent metals, chromium, and mercury may alter geochemical conditions in the sediment, and thereby increase bioavailability and facilitate the formation of more toxic metal species, such as hexavalent chromium and methymercury (Chapman et al. 2003; Haines et al. 2003).

These and other examples from the United States and elsewhere suggest that, at present, conventional remedy alternatives analysis (often referred to as a feasibility study [FS] in the US Superfund program) does not adequately predict (and generally overpredicts) the short- and long-term risks and benefits of dredging. Furthermore, the FS process does not explicitly account for the envisioned long-term use of a site or adequately consider the ecological threats and human health risks potentially imposed by the implementation of a remediation strategy. Because of the dynamic nature of sediment remediation projects, which may include the use of multiple remedy and treatment technologies, ranking the
diverse set of environmental risks and identifying the equally diverse set of environmental benefits associated with different sediment remediation strategies is increasingly needed as part of engineering feasibility studies.

This article reviews the importance of linking risk assessment to cost/benefit analysis and discusses 2 types of risk—engineering and biological—that deserve careful consideration when evaluating sediment remedy alternatives. The evaluation of remedy implementation risks addresses predominantly short-term engineering issues associated with applying the remedy such as worker and community health and safety, equipment failures, and accident rates. The evaluation of residual risks addresses predominantly longer-term changes in exposure and effects to humans, aquatic biota, and wildlife after the remedy has been implemented. Understanding the important pathways for contaminant exposure, the human and wildlife populations at risk, and the risks associated with different engineering options can contribute to informed decision making with regard to short- and long-term effectiveness, implementability, and potential environmental hazards.

CURRENT REGULATORY CONSIDERATIONS

The importance of considering implementation risks and residual risks is emphasized in USEPA regulations and guidance. In particular, the National Contingency Plan (NCP) requires, as part of a feasibility assessment process, an evaluation of overall protectiveness, long-term effectiveness and permanence, reduction of toxicity, mobility, and volume through treatment, short-term effectiveness, and implementability (USEPA 1990). Consideration of the short-term impacts and effectiveness of an environmental remedy, as well as the prospects for long-term effectiveness and performance, are part of the evaluation criteria for detailed analyses of remedy alternatives in the federal Superfund program (USEPA 1988) and in several US state programs, such as the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) Technical and Administrative Guidance Memorandum (TAGM) 4030 (NYSDEC 1990) and California’s Voluntary Cleanup Program (California Environmental Protection Agency [CalEPA] 1995).

According to the NCP, the general preference to reduce mobility, toxicity, or volume through treatment must be weighed along with other factors, including remedy implementation risk (short-term effectiveness), overall risk reduction (long-term effectiveness), and cost (USEPA 1990). This balancing of benefits (or risks) and costs is exemplified in USEPA’s Contaminated Sediment Management Strategy, which states that, in certain circumstances, the best remedy strategy may not be intrusive, but instead involve the implementation of pollution-prevention measures and both point and nonpoint source controls to allow natural recovery processes such as biodegradation, chemical degradation, and the deposition of clean sediments to diminish risks associated with a sediment site (USEPA 1998a). Where predictive models and bench-scale testing support conclusions that the implementation of a remedy will cause more environmental benefit than harm, recent USEPA guidance on sediment remediation at contaminated sites indicates that so-called active monitoring or in situ remediation may be the preferred approach (USEPA 2005).

The need to evaluate potential human health and ecological risk in the remedy selection process is explicit in nearly all remedial action objectives (RAOs) established for cleanup of contaminated soil and sediment sites in the United States, as well as in several other countries. In the United States, USEPA ecological risk-assessment guidance emphasizes that ecological risk reductions associated with a remedy must be balanced against the potential impacts of the remedy itself (USEPA 1998b). Guidance from Australia/New Zealand, Canada, and The Netherlands also specify the need for baseline and postremediation risk analyses to ascertain the potential for unintended environmental consequences and adverse biological effects (ANZECC/NHMRC 1992; MHSPE 1994; CCME 1997).

In the context of human health, a failure to adequately evaluate implementation risks during the remedy selection process can result in unanticipated injuries (or even fatalities) to workers and nearby residents during cleanup. The consequences may also include costly delays associated with substantial remedy modifications or abandonment of an incomplete remedy (Church 2001). In the context of ecosystem restoration, the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE 2003) increasingly includes nonmonetary metrics to evaluate the accomplishments or results of environmental projects, judge cost effectiveness, as well as to identify both short- and long-term success. Thus, short-term implementation risks, such as those posed by extensive dredging activities and the transportation of waste materials and both capping and backfill materials, must be carefully evaluated and weighed against any long-term risk reduction that may be achieved.

APPROACHES TO RISK OF REMEDY EVALUATION

Several paradigms have been used that incorporate risk analysis or environmental benefits analysis into environmental management. For example, Hauger et al. (2002) and Knapp et al. (2003) have developed risk/cost/benefit models to evaluate wastewater treatment systems and water transfers from agricultural to urban and environmental uses. Similar models have been proposed to evaluate different agricultural practices (Osei et al. 2003), forest management practices (Brown 2002), remediation of contaminated lands (Tam and Younger 2002), perform environmental impact assessments (Bojorquez-Tapia et al. 2005), and public health management programs (Axelrad et al. 2005; Denman et al 2005). Taylor et al. (2004) have addressed the uncertainties associated with environmental measurements taken for the purpose of characterizing contaminated lands and supporting remedy decision making and have shown how measurement errors contribute to decision errors, which can have significant financial and public-health consequences.

At present, 2 different risk-assessment paradigms offer the clearest direction on how best to merge quantitative risk assessment with economic analysis and societal valuation of potentially affected natural resources. Both cases (Suter et al. 1995; Efroymson et al. 2003) demonstrate that the extent to which environmental risks and benefits can be quantitatively included in economic analysis is largely dependent on the use of detailed risk-assessment methods (Dockins et al. 2004).

Suter et al. (1995) have proposed a model for organizing the results of a risk assessment for evaluation of health and ecological risks before and after remediation, as well as evaluation of the impacts posed by different remedy options.
analyses to determine the need for remediation. and generally require further evaluation and cost–benefit The 3rd category of risk is intermediate health and ecological exposures across contaminants of similar toxicological effects. Suter et al (1995) defines de minimis human-health risk as in a community, or the loss of less than 20% of the habitat area. ecological risk. The 1st category is de manifestis risks, which are those risks that require remediation, unless the remedial action conflicts with the protection of human health. De manifestis ecological risks often include risks imposed on threatened or endangered species, wetlands, and ecological components with extraordinary local or ecological value. De manifestis human-health risks are defined by an excess cancer risk greater than or equal to $10^{-4}$ or a hazard quotient (HQ) or hazard index greater than or equal to a value of 1 for any individual contaminant or for combined exposures across contaminants of similar toxicological effects.

The 2nd category is de minimis risks. De minimis ecological risks do not normally require remediation because the risks are considered trivial. Suter et al. (1995) defined de minimis ecological risk, based on regulatory precedents, as a less than 20% reduction in the abundance or production of a population within suitable habitat, the loss of less than 20% of the species in a community, or the loss of less than 20% of the habitat area. Suter et al (1995) defines de minimis human-health risk as excess cancer risk less than or equal to $10^{-6}$ or an HQ less than a value of 1 for any individual contaminant or for combined exposures across contaminants of similar toxicological effects. The 3rd category of risk is intermediate health and ecological risks, which fall between de manifestis and de minimis risks and generally require further evaluation and cost–benefit analyses to determine the need for remediation.

The approach by Suter et al. (1995), however, does not account for the ecological recovery of a site, the different recovery rates for different species, or the relative abundance of the species in the larger ecosystem, each of which can be critical decision-making components. Although Suter et al. (1995) argue there is legal precedent for using the 20% criterion when evaluating a remediation project and acute impacts, this appears to be a generalization with considerable uncertainty. The appropriate benchmark for pass–fail (either below or above 20%) should be evaluated on a site-specific basis.

A different approach has been proposed by Efroymson et al. (2003), who describe a net environmental benefits (NEB) framework to quantify the gains in environmental services or other ecological properties attained by remediation or ecological restoration and to account for the environmental injuries caused by those same actions. The approach relies on the use of reference sites to establish baseline conditions before and after remediation. It also provides a framework to include ecological improvement activities that do not necessarily focus directly on contaminant isolation or removal, such as wetland construction, reef construction, or other types of habitat mitigation measures that can be quantified either economically or based on some index of value to society.

According to Efroymson et al. (2003), a remedy may provide no net benefit or may cause more harm than good if it is ineffective and does not substantially reduce risk or if the action causes environmental injuries greater than the damage associated with baseline conditions. The underlying challenge to the NEB approach is the appropriate framework for

### Table 1. Four key considerations in the assessment of implementation risks

| 1. Protection of the community during remedial actions. This aspect of short-term effectiveness addresses risks that result from remedy implementation, such as dust from excavation or air-quality impacts from the operation of an incinerator. |
| 2. Environmental impacts. This factor addresses the potential adverse environmental impacts that may result from remedy implementation and evaluates how effectively available mitigation measures would prevent or reduce these impacts. |
| 3. Time until remedial action objectives (RAOs) are achieved. This factor includes an estimate of the time required to achieve protection for either the entire site or individual components associated with the site. |
| 4. Protection of workers and the local community during remedial actions. This factor assesses threats that may be posed to workers and local communities and the effectiveness and reliability of protective measures. |

### Table 2. Common remedy implementation risks that should be included in the evaluation of remedy options at a sediment site

| 1. On-site worker accidents that may occur during construction and remediation operations |
| 2. Accidents and spills that may occur during transport of large quantities of site-related materials, such as dredged material, clean backfill material, and capping material |
| 3. Impact on water quality of resuspension of sediments during dredging |
| 4. Impact of resuspension of sediments during dredging on the natural recovery of the sediments |
| 5. Air-quality impacts during dredging and materials handling in the sediment consolidation area |
| 6. Impact of discharge of effluent from sediment dewatering operations back into the environment |
| 7. Temporary loss of habitat due to the physical removal of benthic macroinvertebrate communities and/or their habitat during dredging or burial of organisms under clean cap/backfill materials |
| 8. Quality-of-life impacts, including potential restricted use of areas in the vicinity of the cleanup site and increased local truck traffic transporting site-related materials during remedy implementation |
Table 3. A review of implementation risks conducted in the United States at several contaminated land and sediment project sites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project name</th>
<th>Implementation risks evaluated</th>
<th>Conclusions/status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Hardage Superfund Site (USEPA Region VI) | • Off-site human health risks  
• Emissions during remediation  
• Chemical fire, explosion, and personal injury                                               | Intrusive remedy was rejected prior to implementation due to consideration of potential worker and community risks. The theoretical cancer risks posed by the intrusive remedy were over $1000 \times$ higher than for the alternative nonintrusive remedy. The risk of worker accidents and heat stress was greater than the alternative nonintrusive remedy. US District Court found in favor of the alternative remedy. |
| McColl Superfund Site (USEPA Region IX)   | • Chemical vapor emissions during remediation  
• Worker personal protective equipment (PPE) requirements                                          | Uncertainties associated with undertaking full-scale excavation in close proximity to residences were determined to be high. The risks of injury to workers and the off-site community also were high and were not offset by risk reduction that might be achieved by the proposed remedy. USEPA reversed its position and selected a nonintrusive partial solidification remedy. |
| PetroProcessors Superfund Site (USEPA Region VI) | • Chemical vapor emissions                                                                    | The proposed intrusive remedy was halted by USEPA when vapor emissions were found to be consistently unacceptable. The vapor emissions resulted in exceedances of occupational exposure standards at the site boundary and threatened off-site community health. An alternative nonintrusive remedy was selected and implemented after 2 y of re-evaluation. |
| Brio Refining Superfund Site (USEPA Region VI) | • Emission problems during excavation  
• Exceedances of short-term air standards  
• Engineering controls needed to abate emissions                                               | USEPA issued an amended cleanup decision for the Site, which replaced the excavation and on-site incineration remedy with a containment remedy after the agency considered potential worker- and community-health risks associated with the implementation of the initially proposed remedy. |
| Tyson’s Lagoon Superfund Site (USEPA Region III) | • Release of vapors to community                                                                | The disadvantages associated with the proposed excavation remedy included greater potential release of volatile organic vapors to the community as compared with an alternative remedy that included soil vacuum extraction. USEPA issued a revised cleanup decision shortly after decision making that replaced excavation and off-site disposal with a remedy based on soil vacuum extraction. |
Comparing baseline and postremediation conditions. Comparisons made solely on the basis of chemical contamination or societal values could bias decision making toward remediation, whereas comparisons made solely on a cost basis could bias decision making toward inaction.

Perhaps the next stage in the evolution of both the Suter et al. (1995) and Efroymson et al. (2003) approaches is to incorporate both risk-assessment paradigms with multicriteria decision analysis (MCDA) and comparative risk analysis (CRA). MCDA and CRA are emerging as integral components of both risk evaluation and environmental decision making (Kiker et al. 2005), and have been applied successfully to environmental impact assessment. Both approaches provide a framework for combining information developed from environmental modeling and risk assessment, cost and benefit analyses, opinion polls, and other data-generating methods, and ranking the value of different remedy actions, as well as the probabilities for successful mitigation of environmental risks. MCDA and CRA also have the additional advantage of visualizing tradeoffs among multiple, conflicting criteria and quantifying the uncertainties necessary for comparison of multiple remedy options.

**CONSIDERATION OF IMPLEMENTATION RISKS**

Table 1 lists 4 key considerations adopted from NYSDEC (1990) that, in general, should be addressed in the evaluation of the short-term effectiveness of a sediment remedy. Table 2 presents a list of the most common set of remedy-implementation risk considerations that should be included in the evaluation of different remedy options at a sediment site. In some instances, risk surrogates, such as contaminant concentrations or qualitative measures of impact on habitat,
CONSIDERATION OF POSTREMEDIATION RESIDUAL RISKS

The magnitude of residual risk is considered when evaluating remedial alternatives, particularly as part of the evaluation of overall protectiveness of human health and the environment and the long-term effectiveness of the remedy option, which represent 2 of the 9 NCP remedy-evaluation criteria. According to USEPA (1991, 2001a), residual risks should be calculated using the same exposure assumptions and toxicity values used in the site baseline assessment.

For sediment sites, the scope of residual risk analysis that should be considered prospectively as part of the final remedy decision-making process includes focus on the potential risks to benthic macroinvertebrates, wildlife, and humans resulting from exposure to chemicals in sediment, fish tissue, and surface water as identified in a baseline ecological or human-health risk assessment completed during the site-investigation process. The effects of remedial alternatives on both chemical and physical stressors should be quantified to the extent practicable by the state of the science and available site-specific information. By doing so, the overall significance of the risk assessment is elevated significantly by tying the residual-risk analysis performed during the remedy FS back to risk assessments performed as part of the site-investigation process.

The time frame to evaluate different remedy alternatives (e.g., the required time to meet remediation goals for the site) is another important consideration (USEPA 2005). USEPA guidance generally requires remediation efforts to meet cleanup goals within a reasonable time frame, leaving a large degree of subjectivity when defining what is reasonable for remediation (USEPA 2001a, 2005). If monitored natural recovery (MNR) is included among the remedy options (and it generally should in nearly every situation), then the time for MNR to achieve a risk-based RAO could be a reasonable time frame. Thus, one can determine whether the reduced time to achieve an RAO for dredging and capping relative to MNR is associated with lower or higher risks as compared with the implementation of an MNR remedy approach. If risks are less for MNR, one can also address whether the reduced risks are of sufficient magnitude to outweigh the increased investment of resources to actively remove or isolate the sediment.

Comparisons of baseline risks with risk-reduction measures and evaluation of the time to achieve risk-based RAOs require relatively accurate ecological and human health risk projections for each remedy alternative. These projections have to be modeled using site-specific hydrology, hydrodynamic and hydrogeology data, sediment geophysical and contaminant properties, fate and transport mechanisms, and ecological inputs. The models or assessment tools used will depend on the type of risk evaluated. For example, prediction of the risk of exceeding species-specific critical body residues might involve the prediction of surface water concentrations and the use of a food-chain model.

In some cases, current available modeling tools may not be sophisticated enough to make the necessary calculations to forecast risk into the future, particularly with respect to integrating contaminant fate and transport with risk. Research is needed to develop models capable of making long-term predictions of sediment-contaminant concentrations, in situ or technology-related risks, ecological recovery and costs to permit comparisons of remediation alternatives based on short-term and long-term risk reduction and risk management.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The 2 primary goals of sediment remediation are to (1) reduce the risks of sediment contaminants such that protection of human health and the environment is achieved and (2) restore an ecosystem damaged by existing or historically released contaminants. However, in some cases, remediation activities provide little or no measurable risk reduction and can impact waterways and sediment sites more significantly than the existing contamination, particularly if the remedial action affects sensitive ecological species or environments. Further-
more, the cleanup of areas in which contaminants do not pose significant ecological or human health risks may involve imposition of ecological or human health risks that exceed the desired ecological benefits. These risks can result from habitat destruction, the redistribution of contamination, increased bioaccumulation, or from new or exacerbated contaminant exposure pathways during the remediation. In such cases, the better course of action may be to encourage in situ attenuation and MNR of the sediment rather than implement intrusive activities. By careful evaluation of both implementation risks and residual risks, the opportunity for causing more environmental harm than good can be avoided, and human safety and environmental precautions can be implemented to minimize unanticipated injuries.

The success of environmental benefit-cost analysis for environmental remediation will require greater reliance on human health and ecological-risk assessment in conjunction with the evolution of multivariate decision-making methods such as MCDA and CRA. The extent to which benefits can be quantitatively included in an economic analysis is largely determined by the choice of risk-assessment methods (Dockins et al. 2004). Interdisciplinary collaboration between engineers, economists, regulatory specialists, community stakeholders, and experts in risk-assessment-related disciplines will be critical to further development of objective, quantitative remedy-alternatives analysis.
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